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HELPING

HAITI

REBOUND

Staff Writer
The Flyer’s women’s basketball team is reaching out to the
Haitians by donating to the Red
Cross all of the money generated
by ticket and T-shirt sales from
their game against nationally
ranked Xavier on Wednesday,
Feb. 17.
“It’s a terrible tragedy and we’d
all like to help,” said coach Jim
Jabir who decided to turn this UD
basketball game into a fundraiser
entitled Hoops for Haiti.
Tickets were $2, but people
were encouraged to contribute
more if possible. The team also
designed “UD Hoops for Haiti;
United in Our Faith, Global in Our

M i s sion”
T- s h i r t s
w h i c h
were sold at the game for $10.
While the back and forth action of Wednesday’s game was
exciting, what was most impressive was the donation money. The
Team raised more than $5,000 for
the Red Cross in their Hoops for
Haiti effort with the help of 2,503
supportive fans at the UD Arena.
Jabir knew some good would
come out of the game, win or lose.
“Obviously, we would like
nothing more than to make a
great deal to help more people,”
he said. “While I don’t know
anyone in Haiti, service is such
a huge part of the University of
Dayton community.”

One of the team’s former players, Karah Cloxton, is in medical
school and will be going to Haiti
for a week to lend her expertise
with Score International as a
medical missionary. Jabir believes she is a hero for her efforts
to help.
Cloxton will utilize her medical training to help earthquake
victims in Haiti for a week over
spring break.
“Everyone wants to do something,” Cloxton said. “But they
don’t necessarily know how.”
Cloxton believes that knowing someone who is traveling to
Haiti often provides some encouragement to participate and help
people by giving to the Haitian
victims.

Editor-in-Chief

Controversy
and
debate
surrounding the future of Dayton
to Daytona went into full force at
the SGA meeting on Sunday, Feb.
21.
On Tuesday, Feb. 16, students
received an e-mail from SGA
with a copy of a revised SGA

weather
(Source: www.nws.noaa.gov)

Wear your PJs inside out in hopes of spring break
starting early due to snow days.

constitution. Among the revisions
is the elimination of the executive
committee, which is comprised
of SGA officers and may include
trip coordinator(s), in addition to
several other positions.
Although
the
revised
constitution
eliminates
the
mention of trip coordinators,
SGA Speaker of the Senate Jeff
Schumacher said this does not
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change Daytona’s future.
“Dayton to Daytona has the
same capacity to exist in this
constitution as it did in the last
constitution,” he said.
Although Daytona can still exist
under the proposed constitution,
SGA Trip Coordinator Maggie
Schnering said administrators
will now have the ability to make
changes to the trip, thus turning

THURSDAY

30/16
Cloudy.

Assistant News Editor

it into something unrecognizable
from what it is today.
With no mention of
trip
coordinators in the constitution,
the administration will be able
to make Dayton to Daytona a
recognized student organization.
By doing this, administrators will
be able to make changes.

See Constitution p. 2

See Staff Salaries, p. 2

Cloxton was moved by the
troubles in Haiti during a Sunday
service at church. She knew she
had to do some fundraising to pay
for her mission trip, but she also
knew that with the help of coach
Jabir and men’s basketball coach
Brian Gregory, she collected plenty to support her trip.
They even received one gift of
$300 from a fan, Jabir said.
The student body’s support for
UD against the No. 6 ranked team
in the nation, Xavier, raised a
substantial amount of money for
the team.
To continue donating money to
the Haiti relief fund, go to http://
www.udayton.edu/ministry/csc/
Haiti.php.

Revised SGA constitution creates speculation of Daytona’s future
KELSEY CANO

ANNA BEYERLE

The university has made sure
its faculty thrives salary-wise,
but overall wealth including retirement plans have been negatively affected by the current
economy.
UD has continued to hire faculty at a time when many universities have not been hiring,
according to university officials.
Last year, UD hired 39 tenure
track faculty members.
But while pay increases help
employees, there is a disparity
between their income and wealth.
While workers’ income has not
been hurt significantly, their
wealth has. Wealth includes retirement funds, investments and
other benefits earned from a job.
According to Elizabeth Gustafson, associate dean of the
School of Business Administration.
UD uses a version of the 401(k)
retirement plan, which allows
faculty to defer income taxes until they retire. Employees invest
money in an account which their
employer matches. But with this
plan, employees have no defined
benefits, which can become troublesome in an economic downturn. In 2008 and 2009, 401(k)s
dropped 30 percent, forcing workers across the country to put off
retirement.
Raising salaries is important
in order to retain faculty and attract possible employees, especially when salary freezes are
common at other universities
across the U.S.

Women’s Basketball raises $5000 for Haiti
JEN CHENEY

Retirement, wealth
hurt by economy,
faculty income not

THE SEXY CULTURE
Flyer in France learns the French view on sex PAGE 2
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Flyer in France

Sex a popular topic in France, not viewed as taboo
REBECCA YOUNG STAFF WRITER
A word of advice to anyone
planning to travel to France:
don’t say “I’m excited” unless
you’re hoping to get laid.
I learned from personal experience that the expression in
French “je suis excite” does not
actually mean one is looking forward to something, but is rather
an indication of one’s sexual
arousal.
While funny to discover, I
think it’s also amusingly indicative of the French culture that
doesn’t shy away from sex. From

the magazines for sale in the
bookstores to the news reporting on TV, it has become apparent in just my first weeks that the
French have different attitudes
about sex and the body.
For example, while watching
the 8 p.m. news I saw two specials
about sexual health and life in
France. The first focused on the
growing use of Viagra and similar drugs in France.
The next night documented
the use of porn. Apparently 48
percent of French polled say
they’ve watched porn in the last
year and one third watch with a
significant other. The reporter
talking about this was walking
around a sex shop with nothing
blurred out. Likewise, the camera person interviewed couples
on the street about their opinions
regarding Viagra.

This isn’t some obscure program on an adult channel. It’s

surreal to hear couples discussing their sexual lives as though
they were recounting a recent
election, it ultimately showed an
openness to an incredibly important aspect of human life that too
often gets shoved under a rhetorical rug in the states.
The human body and sexuality
are things to be celebrated, not
locked away under a chastity belt
of “taboo” topics and “dirty” subjects. Why are we taught to feel
uncomfortable about something
so central to human life?
Yes, absolutely, there are
ways in which the human body
is exploited, from porn and product placement that ultimately
degrade all people involved or
watching. But there are so many
more ways in which the body
is celebrated and affirmed. Yet
these are often missed by reli-

gious Americans because sexuality in general is ruled an inappropriate topic.
However, the ease with which
French culture deals with sexuality has become tangibly apparent to me in just these first two
weeks. It is not confined only to
advertisements, TV programs
or music videos. Simply walking around this old European
city and looking at the art demonstrates just how natural and a
part of everyday life sex and the
body are, which leaves me feeling
America could do much more to
celebrate a healthy sexuality.
I’m not advocating everyone
needs go out and buy porn or
start walking around in the nude,
but I think we’d all be better off
if we stopped being afraid to pull
back the covers.

“‘What are those changes?’ we
can speculate on a lot of them,”

proposed constitution, many UD
students and alumni attended the
SGA meeting Sunday evening.
Among
attendees
was
Emi
Hurlburt Smith, former SGA
president and class of ‘09.

While the majority of students
came to the meeting in concern of
Dayton to Daytona’s future, many
students also voiced criticism
over eliminating the mention of
director(s) of unity and diversity

Schnering said. “The trip will not
exist as it is now if it’s going to be
recognized by the university.”
While the trip would change if
under control by administrators,
Schumacher said the proposed
changes were not made lightly,
and
not
at
the
influence
or
recommendation
of
the
administration, as many believe.
To discuss and debate the

Hurlburt spoke up against the
proposed constitution and the
changes it holds. While she agrees
there are parts of the current
document that need to be updated,
she urged students to be aware of
what the changes are.
“If people want change, they
can have change. They just need to
understand what they’re doing,”
she said.

from the proposed constitution.
The new constitution discussed
at the meeting did not pass on
a vote, with four in favor and 16
opposed. Once the SGA senate
passes the new constitution, it
will go to a referendum to the
student body. It is undecided when
SGA will revote on the proposed
consitution.

STAFF SALARIES

which are becoming sparser in
the Dayton area.
According to Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Dayton’s unemployment rate was 11.8 percent as of
December 2009. This is well above
the national rate of 9.3 percent.
Neighboring cities such as Columbus and Cincinnati are also
hurting, though less so than Dayton, with respective rates of 8.5
and 9.9 percent.
“The Midwest has been [hurt],
especially Ohio,” Gustafson said.
“This area traditionally has a lot
of industry and that certainly
has been hard hit … people now
don’t feel as mobile – they think
twice about relocating because
they have to sell their house. Values aren’t as robust as they once
were.”
In many U.S. cities housing
values rose and then fell, while
in areas like Dayton, the prices
never rose. Dayton residents have
only experienced a substantial
dip in their home worth. While

this is an attractive quality for
those moving to the city, many
current Dayton residents are
forced to reconsider moving until
the economy betters itself.
As for the job situation, it lags
behind the rest of the economy,
but will follow eventually, according to Gustafson. There was
a growth in gross domestic product in the last quarter of 2009, but
the majority of employers will
wait to make sure the improved
economy will stick before they
begin hiring more workers.
But as for UD, it continues to
stand out as an institution that
will continue to reward its faculty, despite the economic climate.
Gustafson attributes UD’s
good fortune to conservative
money handlers in finance, and
an administration that doesn’t
want to lose momentum on moving forward on various projects.

“The ease with which
French culture deals
with sexuality has become tangibly apparent
to me.”
Rebecca Young,
Staff writer

France 2 news, the equivalent of
Charlie Gibson or World News
Tonight. And while it was a bit

CONSTITUTION
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MY PARTY PLATTERS
MAKE CATERING
SO EASY, YOU’LL
WANT TO CALL THEM

SMARTY
PLATTERS!
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1157 BROWN ST.
937.226.2600

2325 MIAMISBURG CENTERVILLE RD.
937.432.9110
FREAKYFAST
FASTDELIVERY!
DELIVERY!
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(cont. from p. 1)

According
to
Thomas
Burkhardt of Finance and Administrative Services, salary increases at UD are based on both
merit and the cost of living at that
time. Last year’s raise for faculty
and other employees was over
three percent.
A reason that UD continues to
prosper in a less than ideal economy may be because they rely
more on tuition than endowment
to keep them af loat, according to
Gustafson.
“It’s one of the few times a
place like UD, who doesn’t have
a huge endowment, is better off
than someplace like Harvard,
which is endowment driven,”
Gustafson said. “But we’ve had to
tighten our belts, no doubt.”
While UD has to cut back
some with budget, the university
is succeeding in providing jobs
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Four outstanding alumni awarded
for post-graduate achievements
ERIN GAHIMER
Staff Writer

On Friday evening, four UD
alumni received the highest honor a UD alumnus can receive at
an invitation-only reception and
dinner in KU Ballroom.
The 2009 Alumni Awards, the
only awards given by the university’s alumni association, were
awarded to Col. Gordon Roberts (‘74), Tim Harris (‘79), Tom
Dharte (‘05) and Wayne Lancaster (‘69). They were recognized in
honor of how their post-graduation achievements continue to ref lect and embody the university’s
motto: “to learn, lead, and serve.”
Roberts received the highest
honor of all, the Distinguished
Alumnus Award. He received his
undergraduate degree in sociology while at UD. Before coming
to UD, Roberts served four years
in the Vietnam War, an experience in which he later received a
Medal of Honor, the nation’s highest military honor. He remains
the only Medal of Honor recipient
still serving on active duty today.
Following graduation, Roberts
worked for 18 years in various
U.S. social service sectors. Since
then, he has returned to his work
in the military making tours to
Haiti, Korea, Iraq and Kuwait.
Today, he works as the commander of the medical center brigade
of Walker Reed Army Medical
Center in Washington D.C. While
he was unable to attend Friday’s
ceremony, the award meant a lot
to him.
“I was simply amazed to receive this award,” he said. “All I
have ever wanted to do is serve
my country and to do it well.
Hopefully that alone pays back
the tremendous investment that
UD has made in me and this
award lets me know it does.”
Receiving the Christian Service Award, Tim Harris represents a non-traditional path to UD
alumnus status. Before coming
to UD as an engineering major
in 1977, Harris attended his first
three years of undergraduate
study at Wilberforce University
in Ohio. This two-part education
came about because of a partnership between the two schools.
The goal of the program was to

give minority students aspiring
to become engineers the opportunity to do so by first earning
a solid base of math and science
education at Wilberforce. Harris
is appreciative of the opportunity
the partnership between Wilberforce and UD gave him to become
a chemical engineer.
“UD opened up a door that
was closed to people like me,” he
said. “If UD didn’t pull students
through, I would not even know
what an engineer was.”
Today Harris is the founder
and pastor of Turning Point Family Worship Center in Indianapolis and is also the president of
his Indianapolis based, chemical
distribution company Harris &
Ford. He believes his two vocations intersect because God has
allowed his business to be successful so that he can use those
resources for his ministry purposes. Harris also co-founded
TM Youth Camp in Zanesville,
Ohio and the TM Youth Development Foundation.
As the youngest alumni recipient, Tom Dharte received the
Joe Belle Memorial Award. Having recently graduated in 2005
with degrees in accounting and
finance, Dharte continues to help
current UD students in their career pursuits.
He has worked closely with
various UD alumni groups to
launch the Select Internship
Program to place UD students in
elite business internships around
the country. Additionally, as an
employee at investment management company Blackrock, Dharte
has instigated the recruitment of
top UD business school students.
At the award ceremony,
Dharte attributed his desire to
help current students to his own
experience of having been aided
by UD alumni all throughout his
journey to and from UD.
“Alumni shaped my experience here and played a special
role for me,” he said. “I feel it’s
a calling to give back to students
now that I’m an alum. I’m giving
back the same support that I received.”
The fourth award, the Special Achievement Award, went to
Wayne Lancaster. He works as a
professor in the Wayne State Uni-

President Dr. Dan Curran awarded Timothy M. Harris, class of ‘79, the Christian Service Award on Friday, Feb. 19. LAURA MACK/PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR
versity School of Medicine’s Center for Molecular Medicine and
Genetics in Detroit, Mich. Lancaster received his master’s degree in biology from UD in 1969,
and since then has done much research centering on the relationship between HPV and cervical
cancer. His research has led him
to hold seven U.S. and international patents among a gamut of
other accomplishments
Lancaster believes the best
thing he received from his UD
education was his professors instilling a sense of curiosity in
him. He attributes his doctorate
degree, along with his other career successes, to these experiences in his UD graduate studies.
His best advice to current students is to recognize fully all that
their professors have to offer.
“Engage your professors as
much as possible and seek out
questions,” Lancaster said. “I believe in undergraduate studies,
you get as much out of it as you
put into it.”
For more information on these
awards and how to receive them
in the future, check out their descriptions at http://alumni.udayton.edu/Page.aspx?pid=183.
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Sophomore preparing for next Olympics
Student has one interview left to join U.S. men’s skeleton training team, will be second Olympic appearance
MEAGAN MARION

Assistant News Editor

At 20 years old, sophomore
Mike Malec has been close to
achieving his dream of being in
the Olympics for the second time.
Malec was nine years old when
he was recruited to try out for the
Olympic power walking team. He
placed sixth in walking a 5K, but
only the top four continued on to
training.
“I couldn’t tell you how that
happened,” Malec said. “I was
just recruited to try out in 1999.
I would have trained to compete
for the 2004 or 2008 Olympics had
I been a top scorer.”
Malec’s need for speed continues today as he is currently in
the process of trying out for the
men’s skeleton developmental
team. He sent in an athletic résumé, completed his first interviewing process and has gone through
a few trial runs. Next summer
Malec will continue with his second interview in hopes of making
the developmental team for the
winter Olympic sport.
Malec’s older sister is currently on the women’s skeleton developmental team. She is his biggest
inf luence.
In skeleton, a reversal of luge,
racers push a sled, throw themselves down on their stomachs
and race head-first down the

FEB.

23

FEB.

24

track at about 70 to 80 mph. The
dangerous nature of the sport led
to its banishment from the Olympics between 1928 and 1948.
While on a developmental
team, athletes work with Olympic
coaches and trainers in hopes of
getting a high record in the sporting event which leads to sponsors
and hopefully a spot on the USA
Olympic Team if one is open,
Malec said.
Malec and his family, who are
from the Cleveland area, have
always enjoyed winter sports.
While traveling to Lake Placid, N.Y., they pass the Olympic
Training Center, which is where
skeleton and bobsled training
take place.
“Skeleton is one of those events
where you have to know about it
to even try out for the developmental team,” Malec said. “My
sister and I would see them training at the OTC and wondered if
we could ever do that. She looked
into it further and then the two of
us applied to be on the team. You
have to take the initiative and try
out.”
The requirement for filling
out an application for the skeleton developmental team is a
desire to go fast. The event calls
for people with speed, endurance
and strength as well as a strong
athletic background. Both Malec
and his sister ran track and cross
country as well as developed an

TUESDAY

BACK FROM HAITI
PRESENTATION
Filmmaker Gerry Straub puts the
power of film at the service of the
poor. He shares his stories and film
clips from Haiti tonight in KU Boll Theatre at 7 p.m.

WEDNESDAY

RIVER STEWARDS RECRUITMENT
The Rivers Institute, administered
by the Fitz Center for Leadership in
Community, is recruiting for the next
cohort of River Stewards. There is an
information session tonight from 6 to
7 p.m. in Zehler Hall Room 104. Refreshments will be provided.

avid interest in winter sports
growing up.
During Malec’s on-track interview in Lake Placid, he raced
on a skeleton track for the first
time and hit a speed of 63.6 mph.
He ran about 10 trial runs and engaged in other physical activity
to demonstrate his athletic capabilities.
“Skeleton is a lot like luge,”
Malec said. “There’s also the fact
that you go down head first on
your stomach. Imagine driving
on the highway going about 70
mph and sticking your head three
feet out the window for a minute.
It’s intense. It’s like a roller coaster you can control.”
Malec’s familiarity with the
OTC and involvement in sports
gave him and his sister a reason
to send in their athletic résumés
to the U.S. Bobsled and Skeleton
Federation over Thanksgiving
break.
Malec is a member of R.O.T.C.
on campus and spends his time
trying to train for skeleton. He
goes to the RecPlex at least 10
times a week, working on speed,
endurance and strength. The military supports the Olympics because it provides another outlet
for loyalty to the U.S., Malec said.
Malec’s parents are also supportive of his dreams, but there
has been concern after Olympian
Nodar Kumaritashvili died in a
luge accident last week. The ac-

cident puts a new aspect on skeleton, Malec said.
Malec is optimistic about his
process of making the developmental team and he shares that
excitement for his sister as well.
His sister spends all her time
training in Lake Placid. This consists of training on the ice for a
few hours, lifting for a few hours
and then recovery time during
the day.
Malec works as his sister’s

speed coach, pushing her to run
at her fastest, and their dad, who
is a personal trainer, also helps
coach her.
“The only one pushing you is
yourself,” Malec said. “Your supporters, coaches and everyone
else will follow suit if your heart
is in the sport. The feeling is awesome, but it’s so intense that you
have to keep up with it. You have
to want to do this.”

Lake Placid, N.Y. is one of the 16 locations in the world where athletes can practice skeleton. This is
also where sophomore Mike Malec fell in love with the sport. PHOTO PROVIDED BY MIKE MALEC

Crime Log

The following incidents were reported to the Department of Public Safety on Feb. 6 through Feb. 12.
This log was compiled by Flyer News
from actual police reports obtained
from the Department of Public Safety.

Theft
Feb. 6, 11:31 p.m.
Officers Tittle and Fritz were
investigating a crime in Stuart
Complex when the suspect, an
18-year-old male UD student,
stated that he wanted to report
a theft. The student said that
someone entered his room and
took $160 from his wallet. The
student believed that the same
person had also taken his Xbox
360 and two games, valued at
over $500, from his room as
well. He suspects it was one
of his neighbors, but had no
evidence to back up his claims.

Theft
Feb. 12, 2:33 a.m.
Officers Ryan and Roberts
were investigating a fire alarm in
Founders Hall when they were
approached by a 19-year-old
male UD student who stated
that his laptop had been stolen.
The student said that he left his
HP computer in the hallway and
went to his dorm room on the
fourth floor for no more than five
minutes, and when he returned
the laptop was gone. According
to the student, his computer
was valued at about $1,695.55.

Criminal Damaging
Feb. 7, 7:13 p.m.
Officer Pease was dispatched
to the S2 parking lot on the
report of criminal damage to a
vehicle. He met with a 21-yearold male UD student whose
Pontiac Grand Prix’s passenger
side mirror had been pulled off
and the headlight cover was
shattered. The student stated
that he had parked the car at
about 9 p.m. on Feb. 1 and
discovered the damage at 6:30
p.m. He does not know of
anyone who would purposefully
harm his car.
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CLICK!

Challenge Level: Evil
Source: WebSudoku.com

Think you’ve got an eye for photography? Here’s your chance to get it
published. Just send your ‘CLICK’ picture to editor@flyernews.com along
with your first and last name and a brief description. Click away!
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Run to the beat of your

favorite drummer.
If the thought of hearing feet
pounding on the treadmill, a
squeaking elliptical machine or
grunts of those macho muscle men
power lifting makes you want to
skip out on the gym, it’s time to

change the station.
One of the best ways to make
your workout worthwhile is listening to music. Different genres
produce varied results, which
affect your exercise in multiple
ways. Some music makes you run
at speeds never thought possible,
other music keeps you motivated
to workout for long periods of
time.
The key to success through
music is figuring out what workout you need for the day and creating a playlist to keep you on track.
If used correctly, expect your fitness level to soar and those numbers on the scale to drop.

TUNE IN FOR INTENSITY
To get a high intensity work-

Classifieds
HOUSING

Rent from UD Grad
Quality Student Housing
Call John-937-223-9790
Leo’s Quality Student Housing
10/11 School Year
29,38, 40, 49, 50, 56, 63 Jasper
48 & 50 Woodland Ave
119 Fairgrounds
42 & 46 Frank Street
When you want a nice place to stay!
Call 937-456-7743 or 937-371-1046
Or visit our web site www.leosrentals.com
5 BED. DUPLEX HOUSE, APPROVED FOR 6
STUDENTS NEAR CAMPUS.
UNBELIEVABLE PRICE, $1,000/SEMESTER
PER STUDENT, FOR QUICK RENTAL. 5

out, try setting your playlist to
songs that raise your heartrate.
While you may not have a heartrate monitor on you at all times,
figuring out what jams get you going is simple.
Think back to those songs you
hear and make you immediately
want to go out and party or hit up
a punching bag. Songs that make
you want to get out and do something are perfect for exercise.
While Beyonce and Rihanna
do the trick for me, it’s up to you
to figure out what works. Play
around with your music selection, try new things and you will
find that raising the speed level
of your workout is a piece of cake.
Minus the calories.

8
2

Senior Mike Kelleher participated in an ice cream eating contest for the Winter Olympics for the Homeless this weekend. JILLIAN WALTER/SENIOR

5
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SOLUTIONS AND PREVIOUS
PUZZLES
WWW.FLYERNEWS.COM
Puzzle
byONwebsudoku.com
MUSIC FOR MILES
Although getting an intense
workout is necessary in any fitness routine, it’s not a good idea to
do everyday. At least twice a week
it’s important to get an easy workout in.
Easy doesn’t mean go to the
gym and socialize. It means exercising at a lower, less intense
speed for a longer time period.
While at first the thought of staying at the gym longer than usual
may seem intimidating, tuning
in to the right kind of music can
make it less of a chore.
Think of that music you always
wish you had time to listen to but
never can. Exercise to it. Think

of those songs that make you feel
happy and leave you with a smile
on your face. Exercise to them.
Intertwining exercise and good
tunes gives you the best of both
worlds. Not only are your spirits raised from getting in a good
workout, but using those songs
that put you in a good mood to
keep you going makes the day altogether better.
So take advantage of your iPod
and create the perfect playlist for
the specific type of workout you
need. For ideas on what music to
use, check out http://www.shape.
com/fitness/workouts/playlists/
rock_your_workout.
STEPHANIE VERMILLION

Flyer News reserves the right to reject, alter or omit advertisements. Advertisements must conform to the policies of Flyer
News. For a review of these policies, contact the Flyer News business office. Business Office: 937.229.3813; Fax: 937.229.3893;
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LARGE BEDROOM, 2 BATH, 2 KITCHENS.
WASHER AND DRYER. DISHWASHER/
FREEZER. COMP. FURNISHED.
REMOLDED/INSULATED STORM WINDOWS.
EXCELLENT PARKING. DEPENDABLE
LANDLORD. CALL BOB 330-4111
Live in the ghetto, nice 2 bedroom apartment available 435 Irving. 439-9112
SECURE YOUR HOUSE FOR 09/10
One Block from Campus
5 Bedroom Houses
Provided: Washer/ Dryer, Kitchen Appliances, etc.
ALL UTILITIES PAID
High Speed Internet and Big Screen TVs
$2,200/per person/per semester
Call: 1-888-808-7741 or 937-672-5546
For Rent, quite possibly the nicest student

house near campus. 4 bedrooms, AC, garage,
426 Irving Avenue, across the street from the
ghetto. Call Dave (412) 334-6544
For Rent Fall 2010
31 Woodland 2 Bedroom
3-4 Students
UDGhetto.com or 477-7215
2 BR apartment newly renovated apartment.
New kitchen, remodeled bath. 1906 Brown
St. next to the Mansion. 937-299-1799
Awesome housing in the Ghetto still available
for 2010/2011 school year and this summer.
www.udghettostudenthousing.com
HAWLEY RENTALS - FAIRGROUND STUDENT
NEIGHBORHOOD BIG 4 to 6 BEDROOM
HOMES. The Best in Student Housing. Your
Own Room, Fully Furnished, All Amenities,

and Off Street Parking. Get Your Housing
Now for 2010/2011 School Year. If You
Want the Best...VISIT: hawleyrentals.com.
CALL NOW 937-602-7205 or 937-4392461 Ed & Kim Hawley

MISCELLANEOUS
FREE HAMSTER TO GOOD HOME!
Cage and food included.
Ghetto-trained. “Nugget”
E-mail pierson89@gmail.com

Don’t miss your chance to advertise
in the FN!
CONTACT US TODAY!!
advertising@flyernews.com
937-229-3813
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‘EXPLORATION
AND
INNOVATION’
Artist creates interactive exhibit, encourages viewers to ask questions
JACQUI BOYLE
A&E Editor

Joseph Daun wants to make
your mind spin.
In 2005, the internationally recognized artist created an interactive work titled “Wheel.”
“I have always been interested
in how people set their goals,”
Daun said in the description of
his work. “This piece was particularly interesting because people
stood on the outside of the cage
waiting to run on the wheel, but
they weren’t allowed to run on the
wheel, which I believe made the
act of running on the wheel even
more attractive. We all struggle
to challenge ourselves in positive
ways.”
“Wheel” is one of Daun’s major works that is on display now
through March 11 in the Rike
Center Gallery. Presented by the
department of visual arts, the exhibit features Daun’s sculptural
installation and performance art.
The exhibit showcases two
large sculptures that test a viewer’s level of comfort with machines, fun, tools, toys and the
idea of rest, according to Joel
Whitaker, the show’s curator.
“The work is fun and a bit
threatening, but very engaging,”
Whitaker said.
In his artist statement, Daun
said his sculptures are interactive.
“The work does not function
until someone interacts with it,”
he said. “My creative research is
connected with asking questions.
The machine and the idea of functionality intrigue me. I am trying
to address functionality, the way
things work, and hope that I am
doing this in a way that makes
these ideas accessible to a large
audience.”
Todd Hall, Rike Center Gallery
coordinator, said the gallery committee works to select shows each

local and global
arts and events

Students examine “Wheel,” an art piece by Joseph Daun. “Wheel” is one of the interactive works that make up Daun’s new exhibit on display now through March 11 in the Rike Center Gallery.
LEAH WINNIKE/ASSISTANT PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR
year that are unique.
“Not only are we committed
to choosing artists and designers
with a high caliber of work, but
also select those whom we believe can create a discussion with
the viewer,” he said. “I think the
works of Joseph Daun are very interesting and thought provoking

that ask us questions and create
an urge or desire within us.”
Hall said the exhibit is special
because each viewer will have his
or her own way of seeing and interpreting Daun’s pieces.
“The work is fun and imaginative, lending itself to an array of
storylines,” Hall said. “College is

about exploration and innovation,
and art can be the answer or release you’re looking for. This exhibit will awaken energies from
within you, and I would urge that
you come to all our events … It’s a
break from the books, the java or
simply a place to consider, evaluate and dream.”

A closing reception for Daun’s
exhibit will be held 5 to 7 p.m.
on March 11. The Rike Center is
open 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesdays
and Wednesdays, 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Thursdays and 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Fridays.
For more information, contact
Hall at (937) 229-3261.

ENJOY FRENCH POETRY AND
SONG at 8 p.m. tonight in Sears
Recital Hall. Students from the
music and language departments
will sing, play piano and read poetry
in French. The performances will
feature music by Claude Debussy,
Gabriel Fauré, Francis Poulenc and
others. Admission is free. For more
information, call the music department at (937) 229-3936.

DON’T MISS THE DAYTON
POETRY SLAM from 8 to 11 p.m.
at c{space, 20 N. Jefferson St.
Sit back and enjoy an entertaining
night of poetry. Audience members
can also write and present their
own poetry at the event. Admission
is free, but donations are welcome.
To find out more, go to http://
daytonpoetryslam.com/ or e-mail
daytonslam@yahoo.com.

‘ALL THINGS BRIGHT & BEAUTIFUL’: Don’t miss this special art exhibit on display now through June
13 at the Dayton Art Institute. The
exhibit showcases 60 important Impressionist paintings from the Irvine
Museum’s collection in California.
For more information, go to www.
daytonartinstitute.org, or call the
museum at (937) 223-5277.

THURSDAY NIGHT LIVE: Join the
ArtStreet Café employees at 9 p.m.
Thursday as they welcome None of
the Above, a band that’s new to the
concert circuit with its shoe-tapping
originals and classic covers. Zach
Pitts and Pat McInnis, regulars to
Thursday Night Live events, will also
perform. Call (937) 229-5101, or
e-mail artstreet@udayton.edu for
more information.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
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FOUND FOOTAGE FESTIVAL MAKES DEBUT AT NEON
FRANK STANKO
Staff Writer

The adage about one man’s trash
being another’s treasure was proven
last Friday at the Neon cinema, where
the Found Footage Festival made its
Dayton debut.
The Found Footage Festival,
which is celebrating its fifth anniversary, is a live comedy show that
combines clips from found VHS tapes
with original material.
The result is an evening acclaimed
by no less than The Village Voice, The
Chicago Tribune and the people of
Dayton, too.
“We had a good crowd,” co-host
and comedy writer (“Late Show with
David Letterman”) Nick Prueher said
in a phone interview. “It seemed like
people enjoyed themselves and had a
few laughs.”
Prueher estimated that just under
100 people attended the event, which
filled about three-fourths of the theater.
“For the first time in a city, that’s
not bad,” he said.

“It’s always a good show when people come up
afterward and tell us about footage, and last
night we got a few good leads on some stuff, so
we’d love to come back maybe next year with
some locally found footage.”
NICK PRUEHER,
Found Footage Festival co-host

Prueher and his co-host Joe Pickett (“The Onion”) serve as tour guides
through their collection of found videos, Prueher said.
The seeds for the festival were
planted in 1991, when Prueher and
Pickett discovered a training video
entitled “Inside and Outside Custodial Duties” at a Wisconsin McDonald’s.
“An impressive collection of
strange, outrageous and profoundly
stupid videos” soon grew, and with it
came a goldmine of material for Prueher and Pickett, Prueher said.
“Me and Joe introduce each video,

explain how and where we found it,
then make smartass remarks over
the videos,” Prueher said. “After
we’ve watched a clip, we come back
out and give our comedic take on
what we just saw. Sometimes that’s a
joke; sometimes it’s a photo slideshow;
sometimes it’s a pre-taped comedy bit
with some of our comedian friends.”
Among the friends was David
Cross, who contributed highlights
from a 1987 video dating reel.
Another clip from the ‘80s, from
Donna Mills’ beauty video “The Eyes
Have It,” went over quite well at the

Neon, Prueher said.
“We had a sing-along, singing the
theme to the video ‘The Eyes Have
It,’ and crowds can sometimes be too
reserved at this part, but we had a
thunderous response,” Prueher said.
“It’s the catchiest, most repetitive
song. The theater served beer, so that
helped.”
According to Prueher, they have
shown clips in the past that don’t go
over as well as they hoped.
“One thing we’ve found is that it’s
very easy for people to laugh at bad
drama and bad horror, but it’s very
hard for people to laugh at bad comedy,” he said. “Something about it is
just too cringe-inducing and painful.
In our current show, we had to cut a
video called ‘Rich Little’s Charades,’
in which the 1980s impressionist tells
jokes and gives charade clues. It was
too excruciating.”
Prueher also said that he is surprised with how well other videos do
go over with the crowd.
“The standout this show is this
montage we put together from a weapons demonstration video called ‘More

Proof,’” he said. “The host of the video
is this round, goateed man who’s just
way too excited about swords and
blowguns. We loved it, but we had no
idea how much audiences would love
it.”
Audiences also responded by telling Prueher and Pickett about footage they could use, something both of
them encourage.
“It’s always a good show when
people come up afterward and tell us
about footage, and last night we got a
few good leads on some stuff, so we’d
love to come back maybe next year
with some locally found footage,”
Prueher said.
To find out more about the Found
Footage Festival, go to www.foundfootagefest.com.
“We always encourage anyone
who’s found anything at a local thrift
store or garage sale to please bring
it to the show or e-mail us about it
through our Web site,” Prueher said.
“That’s how we keep the show going,
and we love hearing the stories of how
people found things.”

Wicked Witch of West casts spell on Dayton
STEPHANIE VERMILLION
News Editor

Toto, I have a feeling we’re not in
Dayton anymore.
In fact, while the entire “Wicked”
scenario made me feel like Dorothy
in Oz, I think what impressed me the
most was that while sitting in the
Schuster Center only five minutes
from campus, I felt I was back in
New York City two years ago where
I saw it on Broadway for the first
time. This time around, it was just as
good, if not better than before.
Now, I’m no musical guru. I can’t
act out a scene without laughing and
can’t afford to pay the window damages if I tried to sing.
However, one thing I realized
when I saw it opening night is that
“Wicked” is not just for the savvy
artist. Actually, the story meets the
needs of many college students’
ideas for entertainment.
Wicked is a spinoff of “The Wizard of Oz,” only this time the Wicked
Witch of the West, Elphaba, gets to
tell her side of the story, in which
she and Glinda the Good Witch of
the South were actually past best
friends, and the wizard was actually
powerless and evil, trying to corrupt
Oz. Elphaba was the one trying to
save Oz, but since everyone believes
the wise words of the wizard, she got
a bad rap.

Elphaba’s two and a half hour
clarification of the truth is not just
for Broadway lovers. It actually has
all the essentials to make a hit show
on MTV or the ultimate romantic
comedy.
The unpopular, green-skinned
girl, Elphaba, and the popular, beautiful blonde girl, Glinda, are forced
unwillingly to become roommates.
After a few weeks, the two girls become best friends, and Glinda even
gives Elphaba a makeover and the
rundown on how to be a guy magnet.
Think Rachael Leigh Cook in “She’s
All That,” only with a bright green
skin tone.
While friendship overcoming all
odds is touching, we twenty-somethings need some drama. No fear: A
rebellious, brainless hunk comes to
town to stir things up. Not only does
he provide eye candy for the audience, comparable to your favorite TV
sitcom, but he also creates a love triangle between himself, Glinda and
Elphaba. (“The Situation,” Sammi
“Sweetheart” and Ronnie, anyone?)
On top of being green, subpar to
Glinda and in love with Oz’s newest
stud, Elphaba has major daddy issues. Her dad is governor of Munchkinland, but because she’s discolored and an embarrassment to the
family, he doesn’t shower her with
rappers, Hummers or $1000 dresses
on her super sweet 16th birthday.

Instead, he devotes all his attention
to the younger sister, Nessarose, and
makes sure Elphaba knows she is
unwanted.
“Wicked” isn’t just for the drama
lovers though. With flying, crazy
monkeys, multiple fight scenes, a
country-girl-gone-thief
stealing
ruby red shoes and murder via water bucket, those seeking action will
be satisfied.
Combine this all-inclusive plot
with music, set design, sound design, costume design and lighting all
by Tony Award winners, and the experience is unforgettable. It has broken box office records in every city it
has been shown in, and now Dayton
residents, including UD students,
are lucky enough to participate in
what New York Times describes as
“the defining musical of the decade.”
Whether your reason for going
is to find out who gets booted out of
the love triangle, the dirty secrets revealed about Elphaba’s father, why
Elphaba is not so wicked after all
or simply to engage yourself in the
art of musicals, seeing a Broadway
show of this magnitude without having to travel is affordable, exciting
and an altogether wickedly awesome
experience.
“Wicked” will be showing at the
Schuster Center through March 7.
For more information on tickets, go
to www.ticketcenterstage.com.

Audience members crowded the Schuster Center Sunday for the 7:30 p.m. production of
“Wicked.” In this spinoff of “The Wizard of Oz,” the Wicked Witch of the West tells her side of
the story. The musical will show now through March 7. RYAN KOZELKA/MANAGING EDITOR

Belmont Billiards
820 Watervliet Ave.
937-254-0766
Food - Liquor - Brew
12 Tables Too

Wed: $1 Bud, Bud Lt. 12 oz. Bottles
Thurs: $3 Jager Bombs, $2 Import Beers
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“The press may be arrogant, tyrannical, abusive and sensationalist,
just as it may be incisive, probing and informative. But at least in the
context of prior restraints on publication, the decision of what, when
and how to publish is for editors, not judges.”
William J. Brennan, former U.S. Supreme Court justice, 1976

fneditorial

DISRESPECT:

‘I APPRECIATE WHAT EVERYONE IS SAYING, BUT ... ’
One thing SGA has consistently stressed this year is how much they want
the students to get involved and voice their opinions, but students attending
their public meeting Sunday night wouldn’t know it.
Students rarely attend these forums open to the entire community, and SGA
publicizes that they want students to come and get involved. Yet when students do come to speak their minds to those who are supposed to be governing
us, they are treated as if they are taking up time for useless jabber.
Our president John Jewell is willing to respond to issues of racial representation when brought forth by students, but the second our former SGA president, Emi Hurlburt Smith speaks, Jewell can’t keep his fingers from moving
fast enough on his cell phone. When another student voices concern that our
student body president isn’t even listening to his own students’ comments, she
is told not to speak because it’s nit-picking and a direct attack on Jewell.
Who is to decide what is a valid opinion and which is not? Apparently our
student government leaders think they can. One student pointed out the obviousness of SGA’s agenda at the meeting. In defending himself the SGA speaker
at the time, Jeff Schumacher said “As chair I do have power to ignore any student to move debate toward certain things.” This only proved more valid that
point.
If SGA really wants the student body to get involved they have a hard time
showing it. One SGA member told the crowd that they still are learning as a
student body government, but we all need to work together as a community.
If working as a community toward a constitution everyone agrees on involves
cutting people off, choosing texting over listening to constituents and dictating
what opinions on our government can be voiced, then our SGA leaders are
doing a great job.
What may be the worst part is that after all of these opinions are voiced and
students’ emotions are expressed, it’s not our president or any SGA member
who comes up with the best solution for the night. It was a student unaffiliated
with SGA. He combined everything discussed with a plan of action to move
forward. That suggestion was one of, if not the only thing agreed on that night.
So while we hear SGA telling us get out there and get involved, if this is what
happens when they do, why would students want to be a part of SGA discussions? They continuously told students “I appreciate you all being here and
I appreciate what you’re saying, but ... ” If they really want student involvement, maybe SGA should truly appreciate student involvement and leave out
the buts.

fnstaff
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Lent is perfect opportunity to form good habits, lose weight, get Daytona body

MAGGIE MALACH OPINIONS EDITOR
Ash Wednesday kicked off one
of the highlights of my year:
Lent.
To some, these 40 days of reflection and prayer can seem
tedious; to me, they serve as a
chance to attain something I have
been striving for since September: my Daytona body.
Yes, friends, that exotic trip
to Florida is only two and a half
months away. With the looming
prospect of spending a week in a
bikini, it is time to kick my lifestyle into high gear.
Some Catholics find that fasting is inconvenient and no fun at
all. Of course it isn’t, but what
dieting is?
Instead of focusing on your
hunger pangs and that delicious
milkshake The Galley is offering,
try reflecting on your normal caloric intake.
With all of those snacks you’re

refraining from, you are saving yourself from a hideous extra pound or two. By-yah! Your
thighs are thanking you.
But wait — the good news
doesn’t end here!
Think of everything you can
give up! Chocolate, soda, Cousin
Vinny’s ... All evil temptations
put on this earth to defer you
from your ultimate Daytona
body.
Say goodbye to these late night
binges — you have a goal to meet
and that means cutting out all of
the extras. And I do mean all of
them.
When you really break it down,
you will realize that you overeat.
Obesity is an epidemic, people!
Thankfully, your friendly neighborhood opinions editor has got
your back.
As a survivor of the Freshman
Fifteen, I consider myself an
expert on weight gain. When I
came to college, I went to the Crestaraunt and buffeted like it was
my job. I have since learned the
ways of the Annual Lenten Forty
Day Fast.
Now I can look back on that
dark period at the start of my
freshman year and learn from

it. I know that pretty much all I
did was eat extras. The bread on
the bun of my chicken patty, the
sauce on my spaghetti, even the
lettuce on my burger was giving
me calories that I definitely did
not need.
Here is my recommendation.
Stick to three main food options
and do not, I repeat, do not stray
from them.
If it isn’t water, celery or rice
cakes do not ingest it.
This may not be the most favorable Lenten sacrifice, but
wait until Daytona rolls around.
You will be thanking me. Forty
days on this diet and you will be
smokin’ hot.
Oh, and just for clarification —
I know that there are the rookies
out there who endorse the whole
“Sunday is a day off ” mentality.
I have one word for you: weak
If you truly want this, you will
recognize that eating on Sundays
is simply cheating.
I expect better of you.
Remember, sacrifices must be
made to get your ultimate Daytona body. Follow my handy guidelines and you can’t go wrong.
Or you could always eat in
moderation and exercise.

Word on the street...
What are you giving up for Lent?

Chief A & E Writer Sara Green

Meagan Marion

229-3890

Lean cuisine:

Senior Sports Writer Daniel Vohden
Business Manager Kirstie Snyder
Advertising Manager
Lauren Lecklider 229-3813
Assistant Advertising Manager Kelly Tobias and

Propeller Editor Alexis Buhelos

Alicia Goettemoeller

Copy Editors Meghann Heft & Lindsey DiTirro

Web Editor Jonathon Reinhart

Photography Editor Laura Mack

Assistant Web Editor Justin Reinhart

Assistant Photography Editor Leah Winnike

Circulation Manager Caitlin McGlynn

“Fast food and skipping class.”
BRANDON SALAS, JUNIOR
BIOLOGY

“Chocolate and pop.”
SADIE WHELAN, JUNIOR
ACCOUNTING

“Catholicism.”
MICHAEL WINN, SOPHOMORE
ENGLISH
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letter to the editor
Be careful, cold weather increases risk
Students ignoring duty of penalty when drinking in dormitories
to be politically informed
This is not an election year.
I know this, it’s obvious everywhere I look.
And everyone is telling me that
what I’m about to propose is a
bad idea, that I will fail, because
it is not an election year.
Well guess what, people, government doesn’t end once the
president is sworn in.
Remember how excited we
were during the election? We who
grew up under President Bush,
under terrorism, under two wars.
Then here comes McCain and
Obama, talking about how it is
our time. That we can be the next
great generation with our computers, mobiles, Facebook and
Twitter. And we responded with
smiles and passion.
I forget how many McCain and
Obama signs I saw in the windows of the Ghetto leading up to
November of 2008. It was a good

thing, it should be sharper.
Shall we leave the watching and
debating to pundits? Shall we get
our news from morning re-runs
of Stewart, Colbert, Olbermann
and Beck?
Are we just in hibernation till
the 2012 election year, which will
probably start at the end of this
one?
As the president reminded
Congress in his State of the
Union, we sent them to D.C. to
serve us. The responsibility lies
with both parties to govern.
And we have our own responsibility to watch these men and
women and judge whether we believe them fit for duty.
So here is my plan, a weekly
television show on Flyer Cable
channel 50. A place where an issue is neutrally explained and
then discussed between two opposing sides, professors and stu-

“

Staying inside this weekend?
You might want to rethink that.
Drinking in the dorms is risky
in the winter. RAs know that
there is little motivation to walk
outside in the freezing weather.
This is obvious, but often overlooked by the majority of the
campus.
Students this time of year usually stay inside their dorms to
drink or pregame and often gather together in the “fun” rooms.
With numbers such as 15 people
and counting, the room can be
extremely risky to be in. Noise
can easily be detected from outside the hallways and, even sometimes, doors are left cracked
open.
A few weekends ago this year,
there were over eight rooms
written-up in Campus South
from just that weekend. That’s
one room per floor, minus the
Club 6 floor. And sadly, that’s in
Campus South — the notorious
apartment complex with the allfamous “pong pantry.”

Even riskier is drinking in the
smaller dorms, like Marycrest,
Stuart, Marianist and Founders. Those are easy to get caught
in seeing as how small they are.
None of the rooms are soundproof and one single drop of a
pong ball could send RAs right to
your door.
Whatever the reason for getting
written up, it is a problem during
the winter. Write-ups accumulate and can majorly affect your
housing.
Thinking about it, getting written up once doesn’t seem so bad.
But looking at it differently, it is
important to note that one writeup can be three violations, such
as noise, alcohol and common
good.
Of course, you have a chance
to share your story with your
facility coordinator in a writeup meeting, but it is not easy to
come out of that meeting with a
clean slate.
It is also important to mention
that, usually, when you are writ-

ten up, you are with your roommates and future roommates.
Thus, multiply the number of
violations you are accused of by
the number of roommates that
were with you and you’ll find
yourself easily in the double digits, points-wise.
UD students should be safe in
their drinking habits, especially
when drinking in the dorms. All
consequences associated with
drinking in the dorms can be easily avoided by taking proper precautions.
RAs tell us during the beginning of the year, “Just be smart!”
Simply, when drinking this weekend, leave the beer games for the
Ghetto. But, looking at the facts,
maybe drinking in the dorms
should be rethought.

KELSEY FITZPATRICK
SOPHOMORE
JOURNALISM

“Where are the debates? The slander?
The fistfights? Where’s the passion we
felt, Democrat, Republican, or Independent as we neared the end of the neverending campaign? ”
UD’s “Spring” break is really
taking away from our
winter migration vacation.

KAYLEE HARRINGTON, SENIOR
time, no, a great time to be a voter.
I watched the State of the
Union this year and at the end
found no one to talk about it with
me.
No one wanted to argue about
revoking “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,”
to talk about pulling combat
troops from Iraq by the end of
August, to wonder what the president meant about a $10,000 tax
credit for four years of college.
So
where
is
everyone
now? Where are the debates?
The slander? The fistfights?
Where’s the passion we felt,
Democrat, Republican, or Independent as we neared the end of
the never-ending campaign?
Our scrutiny of the government shouldn’t stop just because
the president is sworn in. If any-

dents alike.
We’re in college, now is when
we have the time to decide where
we stand on issues. When we
have the time to research, listen
and argue.
So I invite you, all of you, reading this letter, to e-mail me with
what you think about this show.
Like any good revolution, I can’t
do this alone.
And I invite you to be on the
show as well. We need passion
and arguments and that can’t
happen unless you step up and
take a mic to go with your stand.

KAYLEE HARRINGTON
SENIOR
COMMUNICATION

Florida
Florida

RYAN KOZELKA SENIOR

ourpolicy
Flyer News is the student-run newspaper of the University of Dayton. It works to serve the campus
community and offers a forum for opinion. The university makes no representations or warranties
regarding products or services advertised in Flyer News. Flyer News reserves the right to edit or
reject all copy. Flyer News does not necessarily uphold or advocate the opinions in the columns,
letters or cartoons appearing in the opinion pages. Send 50 to 350-word letters to the editor at:
editor@flyernews.com. Submissions must include name, major, year and phone number.
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Men’s Basketball

DAYTON DROPS ANOTHER ON ROAD
Duquesne gets vengeance for loss at UD Arena; turnovers kill Dayton in 73-71 loss
JOHN BEDELL

Assistant Sports Editor
This is starting to become a bad
habit.
Dayton dropped yet another heartbreaker on the road to
Duquesne Sunday, 73-71. Damian
Saunders scored 20 for the Dukes,
including 16 points in the second
half and the go-ahead basket with
25 seconds left to bury Dayton.
Dayton, which dropped to 18-8
(7-5 Atlantic 10), has now lost
eight games by a total of 27 points.
The Flyers were their own worst
enemy in the game, turning the
ball over an abysmal 21 times,
something that can’t be done on
the road.
“You can’t play them without
taking care of the ball, `cause if
you don’t, you got no chance,”
Head Coach Brian Gregory said.
“It’s amazing that with 21 turnovers you’re even in the game at
that point. I’d rather not have 21
turnovers and 10 by your senior
guards.”
Chris Johnson led Dayton with
21 points, but shot only 6-16 from
the field. He did not make a twopoint field goal in the game. Chris
Wright added 15 for Dayton, but
only had two points in the second

half, in part due to foul trouble. He
picked up his fourth foul with over
11 minutes left and had to sit for
the next seven minutes.
The game was close throughout, with neither team leading by
more than seven points. Dayton
enjoyed the lead for most of the
first 30 minutes, until Saunders
converted a three-point play to
give Duquesne the lead 49-48 with
12:40 left.
Dayton got 12 big points from
Paul Williams, who hit four
3-pointers in the second half.
He and Chris Johnson each hit a
three to erase Duquesne’s 69-63
advantage, its biggest lead of the
half.
From that point on it was a
dogfight from which the Dukes
emerged victorious. It was another Saunders driving layup
with 25 seconds remaining which
gave Duquesne the lead for good.
Dayton was able to muster up two
three-point attempts for Chris
Johnson, the last of which fell
short and out of bounds as time
expired.
“That’s a pretty good look
and we got good penetration and
a good reversal,” Gregory said.
“They trapped and we got out of it
and got a good look. To be honest,

we shouldn’t have put ourselves
in that position [to need a lastsecond shot].”
Dayton fell to seventh in the
A-10. A win would have put them
in fifth. Having been a 10 seed in
Joe Lunardi’s Bracketology from
Feb. 15, the loss will also leave the
Flyers with very little margin for
error as the season winds down.
Losing at Duquesne stopped the
momentum Dayton had regained
with a home win over LaSalle last

Thursday. While Dayton did not
look its best in that game, it went
on a 19-0 run in the second half
to seal the deal. That play did not
carry over, however, as UD delivered another performance where
it did not play to its potential.
“When you play a team like
Duquesne, you must play well
for 40 minutes to win the game
and quite honestly we did not do
that,” Gregory said. “It’s really as
simple as that, you have to take

care of the ball and rebound for a
40 minute stretch and we did not
do that.”
Dayton will now look to get
back on track with a game in
Philadelphia at Temple, currently
10-2 in the A-10. The Owls are also
ranked in the Top 25 in both polls,
the position many thought the Flyers would have been in before the
season started. Still, a win puts
Dayton back in the thick of things.

LOOKING TO STAY ON CAMPUS
POSITIONS:
Full & Part-Time Positions THIS SUMMER?
Day and Night Positions

BENEFITS:
Housing Stipend Available
Deadline: February 26th

Work for UD Summer
Conferences!
Apply online TODAY!
jobs.udayton.edu
937-229-3333

CAMP WAYNE for GIRLS
Have the summer of your life
in Northeast Pennsylvania!

If you love kids and want a warm, caring environment
we need counselors and other staff for our summber camp from
6/19 - 8/15/10.

INTERVIEWS ON THE DAYTON CAMPUS
March 4, 2010
Select the camp that selects the best staff!
Call 215.944.3069
or apply online at
www.campwaynegirls.com

Junior Devin Searcy can’t hang on to the ball during Dayton’s game against LaSalle. Searcy and the Flyers had trouble controlling the
ball all game long against Duquesne, turning it over 21 times. RYAN KOZELKA/MANAGING EDITOR
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SCHEDULE
Men’s Basketball
Wednesday, Feb. 24 at
Temple 6:30 p.m.

Women’s Basketball
Wednesday, Feb. 24 vs.
Rhode Island 7 p.m. UD Arena

Men’s Tennis
Wednesday, Feb. 24 vs. IPFW
5:30 p.m. Dayton, Ohio

Women’s Tennis
Friday, Feb. 26 vs. Butler
all day Dayton, Ohio

Baseball
Friday, Feb. 26 at Wofford
4 p.m.

inside the

NUMBERS

21

Turnovers committed by
the Dayton men’s basketball team in its loss at
Duquesne Sunday. The
Flyers dropped to 18-8
overall and 7-5 in the conference.

63

The number of points
scored by the women’s
track and field team on
Day 1 of the Atlantic 10
Indoor Championships, a
school record for Fridays.
The team followed it up
with 82 more points Saturday to secure an A-10
Title.

1,000

Senior Kendel Ross scored
her 1,000th point in a
Dayton win over Temple
Saturday. Ross is the 19th
player to hit quadruple digits, and the second Dayton
player to reach that mark
this season for Dayton.
Kristin Daugherty accomplished the feat as well.

Commentary

SPACK ON

SPORTS
GET OUT THERE
AND WATCH THE
WOMEN’S TEAM!
The other day I attended the
women’s basketball game against
Xavier, which resulted in a really tough home loss in overtime.
The ladies played their hearts
out. Anyone who was there could
see that they were physically and
emotionally drained from playing
so well, but still coming up just
short.
That brings me to the real point
of this, though: there weren’t
enough people at the game. Everyone who was at the game was
entertained, but it wasn’t enough
to make the difference we see so
often at men’s basketball games.
Despite Red Scare’s best efforts to get students to come to the
game (students played knockout
at halftime and the winner got a
free trip to Daytona), it just didn’t
work out, and to be honest, it was

embarrassing. How people just
didn’t care to come out and support their team when its archrival
(and ranked sixth in the nation)
comes to UD Arena is beyond me.
I’ve been to several of the
women’s basketball home games
this season, and after going to
just the first one, I knew this team
was worth watching. I’ve seen a
40-point win and a 50-point win.
The team is good.
They play an up-and-down
style similar to the men’s basketball team. They love to run and
they play 11 or 12 girls per game
to make sure that the tempo stays
fast all game long.
I’ve seen some of the prettiest
no-look passes I’ve seen all year,
in any game of basketball. I’ve
seen an extremely young team
play above their heads against
some great teams and take it down
to the wire.
Why is there this stereotype
against women’s basketball? Why
do people think it is going to be
boring? I’ve been, and the only
time I’ve been bored is when UD
was up 45 points with four minutes left. Sorry, but that is going
to be boring to watch in any game.
Sure, you will not see a fantastic alley-oop, or even any kind of
dunk when watching a women’s
basketball game, but that’s about

it. You will definitely see better three-point shooting and foul
shooting than we are treated to
at those other basketball games.
Sometimes it’s just a breath of
fresh air to see a team hit free
throws when they need to, and
this team can do that.
The women’s basketball team
was given a nine seed in the most
recent women’s college basketball bracketology. That is higher
than the men’s (a 10 seed from
Joe Lunardi). That means they’ve
theoretically got a better shot at
making the tournament than the
men do. Why wouldn’t you be excited to support that? Wouldn’t it
be cool to see them make a run?
The team has one home game
left. It is Wednesday at 7 p.m.
against Rhode Island. GO WATCH
IT. SUPPORT THE TEAM. Rhode
Island is another important
matchup, as the women will be
looking to hold on to second place
in the A-10. I promise, if you can
appreciate basketball, you will be
entertained.
If that spiel didn’t work, maybe
this one will. You are almost guaranteed to get some pizza during
the first media timeout or have
a ball or T-shirt thrown to you.
There are just so many incentives
to go. Take advantage of that.
I know it is a tough week of
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school for people with tests and
papers coming up. Don’t use those
as an excuse to not go. You and I
both know that you aren’t going
to start studying at 7 p.m. There’s
no need to lie about it. Just come
out to the game. I’d bet money you
won’t be disappointed.

Patrice Lalor and the women’s basketball
team are good, take my word for it. Go
watch them play Rhode Island. MIKE MALLOY/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Women’s Track

Track team takes share of A-10 Title

Women’s team delivers fantastic performance to tie Charlotte at A-10 Championship
NATE WAGGENSPACK
Sports Editor

The women’s track and field
team has come a long way.
Things came full circle for the
team as they grabbed a share of
the Atlantic 10 Indoor Championships, tying Charlotte in team
points at 145.
It was Dayton’s first ever conference championship, and it came
after a very successful indoor season leading up to the meet.
The team had put on strong
performances in each of its meets
during the indoor season this year,
claiming 19 individual winners
and two second place finishes as a
team in their last three meets: the
BGSU Challenge, the Jane Hermann Invitational and the Akron
Invitational.
All things led to the A-10 meet,
though, where the Flyers had
come up short in recent years to a
dominant Charlotte team.
Track and field is very different

from many other Dayton sports
because the teams do not see conference opponents until the A-10
Championship meet.
“It makes for an exciting atmosphere,” head coach Adam Steinwachs said. “Our sport is all about
the indoor and outdoor conference
meet. The other meets in between
are important for development,
but it really comes down to this
meet, which brings out the best in
our girls.”
Bring out the best it did, as the
women produced four individual
champions and five second place
finishes, en route to a 63-point Friday and an 82-point Saturday resulting in the shared title.
Mallory Barnes, perhaps Dayton’s most consistent performer
this season, continued to show
off in the weight throw, where
she launched a toss of 65 feet, 11.5
inches to set a meet record. She
broke her own record from last
year, and set a school record for
UD as well.

Other individual winners were
Maura Bulgrin in the 5000-meter
race, Katie Nageotte in pole vault
and Johnna Zaccari in shot put.
The ladies fared well in the
sprinting events as well, placing
in the 55-meter, 200-meter and
400-meter dashes.
Charlotte, which had beaten the
Flyers in last year’s A-10 Championships, turned in an impressive
131 point performance Saturday to
come back for the tie. Still, the tie
shows that Dayton has improved
significantly to contend for the
conference title.
Coming into the meet, Steinwachs said the goal was to “close the
gap” between them and Charlotte.
“We feel pretty good about
how we compare with the rest of
the conference,” he said. “We feel
we can improve on this from last
year.”
Now Dayton looks to Indoor Nationals, which Barnes has already
provisionally qualified for. Other
Flyers such as middle distance

runner Ashley Cattran will look to
do so as well at the Alex Wilson Invitational at Notre Dame, the last
chance to qualify.
After that, the outdoor season
will begin, and preparation for
another A-10 title will commence.
Neither season is more important,
but the team tries to key on the
outdoor conference championship.
“Some [of the girls] like indoor
better, some like outdoor better,”
Steinwachs said. “The goal is not
to have a peak performance until May. Balance is important,
because it is a long year and the
health of the team is critical.”
The team is looking to have just
as much success in outdoors as it
has enjoyed so far indoors. The
Flyers will be looking to contend
for a second A-10 title, and qualify
as many ladies as possible for nationals.
“We have a few who are capable
of making it to that level so it’s a
matter of training, timing, health
and execution.”
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Baseball

Cole Tyrell swings at a pitch at Time Warner Field last season. Tyrell, a senior, figures to be one of the important players for Dayton’s success in the Atlantic 10 in 2010. The Flyers started off the season 1-2 over the weekend with
a tough loss at Army and a series split with Wake Forest. RYAN KOZELKA/MANAGING EDITOR

Talent-laden team begins season

Baseball team looking to repeat A-10 conference title; make it to College World Series
JACOB ROSEN

Chief Sports Writer
The weather last week at UD
was snowy and windy, but the
smell of baseball was in the air.
Fresh off a 2009 Atlantic 10
regular season championship, the
Dayton baseball team held a community meet and greet last Tuesday night. Coach Tony Vittorio
greeted the crowd with opening
remarks before starting the program filled with pizza, prizes and
conversations with the players.
Despite the harsh winter conditions, dozens of people from the
community, family members and
UD students made it out to the
event at the Frericks Center. Vittorio began his brief speech by
motivating fans with the recent
success of Red Scare with the basketball program.
“We want to make the experience here just like the basketball
team,” Vittorio said in an effort
to encourage more support at the
games. “We have a good product
out there that we are very proud
of.”

Vittorio is right on the ball
with that assessment as following a 38-win season a year ago, the
Flyers are loaded for another attempt to make the College World
Series. The team fell short last
season, losing in the Atlantic 10
tournament and then bypassed as
an at-large addition to the field.
“Our intention is to win the
conference tournament,” Vittorio
said following his comments to
the crowd. “That is our intention
this year is to win that tournament.”
One by one, Vittorio introduced the players that will be responsible for an even more successful follow-up season for the
Flyers. Outfielders Zach Jacob
and Aaron Dunsmore, infielders
Cole Tyrell and Jimmy Roesinger
along with pitchers Cameron Hobson and Burny Mitchem stuck out
from the crowd.
The senior Jacob ranked in the
Top 10 in the A-10 in hits, runs
and total bases last year, and will
be vital for the Flyers again this
season as the No. 3 hitter in the
batting lineup. Dunsmore, also

a senior, finished second on the
team in hits, doubles, home runs
and RBI a season ago.
Moving to the infield, Tyrell
and redshirt junior Roesinger
received praise from Vittorio for
their leadership in the clubhouse.
Their production was helpful as
well, as Tyrell led the team in
slugging percentage and RBI in
2009 while Roesinger collected a
.401 batting average, third best in
the conference.
According to the reigning
freshman All-American left-hander Hobson, “the offense carried us
last season.” The statistics back
up his argument. UD’s team set
new university records in 2009
with 448 runs scored, 665 hits, 143
doubles, 77 home runs and a .332
batting average.
This season, Hobson believes
the team is capable of producing
balanced contributions in terms
of both hitting and pitching. He
certainly did his part last year,
finishing as the A-10 Rookie of
the Year with a 3.43 ERA with
83 strikeouts and a 7-1 record in
eight starts.

The difference is “night and
day” from last season Hobson said,
who along with redshirt sophomore Burny Mitchum, will be a
part of one of the best 1-2 punches
in the conference. Mitchem is returning from a leg injury last season that limited him to only three
games, but according to his coach
he could become a high-round selection during the MLB Draft in
June.
Going through the players and
introducing them to the crowd,
Vittorio had a joke or remark for
each of them. He even embarrassed sophomore pitcher Mike
Hauschild by referring to him as
“the poster child of the bicentennial” due to his Abraham Lincolnlike beard.
In conclusion, Vittorio said he
is very proud of the team and especially the leadership of his upperclassmen for their “comradery
and cohesiveness.” The season
began over the weekend for the
Flyers as they will look to add to
the all-around success of Dayton
athletics this season.

MEN’S

MARCH

SCHEDULE
03.02

at FURMAN

3 PM

03.03

at CLEMSON

4 PM

03.05 at SIU EDWARDSVILLE 12:30 PM
03.06

at AUSTIN PEAY

4 PM

03.07

at UW-MILWAUKEE

12:30 PM

03.12

INDIANA STATE

3 PM

03.13

OAKLAND

12 PM

WRIGHT STATE
BUTLER

2 PM

03.17
03.19

CANISIUS

3 PM

03.20

CANISIUS

1 PM

03.21

CANISIUS

12 PM

03.23

TOLEDO

3 PM
3 PM

03.26

CINCINNATI
at LA SALLE

03.27

at LA SALLE

1 PM

03.28

at LA SALLE

1 PM

BOWLING GREEN
at MIAMI

3 PM

03.14

03.24

03.30
03.31

3 PM

3 PM

6 PM

